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Introduction: 

This paper contains a brief description of progress 
to date on a language survey centred on modern Fijian. 
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It is proposed to circulate shortly a preliminary 
list of Fijian words which will include cognate sets drawn 
from neighboring Austronesian languages. This list, it is 
hoped, may serve as a starting point for a greatly expanded 
study. Accordingly, assistance in the form of source 
material and comment on the proposed format of the word
list will be welcomed. 

Notes on the Survey 

The preliminary survey has been completed with an 
investigation of only four Melanesian languages being 
possible due to the present scarcity of material. Never
theless approximately 600 Fijian words are now listed as 
having similar counterparts in at least one of the four 
languages, and cognate sets have been determined for 
roughly half of them. Of the lexical sources consulted, 
Ivens [5] refers to Codrington [2,3] as the source of 
cognates included in his work, and MacDonald [6] lists 
Cognates without quoting sources. One or two observations 
are pertinent at this point. Codrington's table [2] 
of 70 standard words translated into 40 languages 
contains many misleading entries ppssib1y to be expected 
of any survey of that type. For example the Fijian 
source perversely supplied Buka waqa for 'fire' rather 
than the generic Kama, but quite reasonably tendered 
Kalavo for 'rat' when the lesser-known Kuauve has close 
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cognates throughout Melanesia. MacDonald's dic t i onary 
[6] was developed in support of a general thesis that 
the Austronesian languages are related to the Semitic 
g r oup . For this reason words drawn from his work need 
checking which, in this location, is simply a matter 
of waiting until New Hebridean students from Efate 
return to classes. Three other lexical sources on which 
the s u rvey was based are due to Waterhouse [8], Fox [4], 
Walsh and Biggs [7]. 

Orthography: 

The primary sources cited each use a different 
orthography. For the word-list it is proposed therefore 
t o maintain the convention practised in Fiji whereby 
b = mb and d = nd (both prenasals absent in South 
Malaita and Havannah, Efate) c = th (dh), dr = nr, 
g = ng , j = palatalized t, q = ngg and all other letters, 
whether present in Fijian or not, hold approximately 
t he conventional values. The 'Melanesian g' of 
Codrington is replaced by k its nearest equivalent in 
Fijian being k. The entries in Table 1. and the 
word-list below have been prepared according to this 
c onvention. 

Determination of Cognates 

In a paper of this length, it is not possible 
t o set out all the transformations which have been 
de t ected between rela ted words. One such pattern 
is however demonstrated in Table 1. below in which 
-ha, -te and -ca are manifestly interchangeable. 
Initially the spaces under South Ma1aita at l i nes 
(ii) and (iv) were empty. The word anute was 
predicted then located. Mamate could not be located, 
but 'a' a te was found against 'dry' in the English 
wordlist of [5]. The glottal stop , in South 
Malaita it must be noted, seems to correspond 
a rb i trarily to any consonant in Fijian. Another 
c onstruction using the same pattern has not so far proven 
to be successful. 

South Malaita Nate is a worm found in beach 
sand and used for bait, hence it also means ' bait'. 



The constructed form Naca does not to this writer's 
knowledge exist in Fijian but Baca does and means both 
'worm' and 'bait'. In view of the evidence to date 
however, a correspondence b~tween Nand B seems most 
unlikely. Unless some intermediate word or words are 
found to indicate a link Nate and Baca can not therefore 
appear jointly in the word-list. 

Table 1 

English Florida South Ma1aita Fiji 

(i) 'rain' uha ute uca 
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(ii) 'island' anuha anute yanuc~* 

{iii} 'when?' igiha iganite nigica* 

{iv} 'dry' mamaha ' a' ate mamaoa 

*Western Fijian. Standard Fijian terms for 
'island' and 'when?' are yanuyanu and e naica 
respectively. Both are evidently related to the 
corresponding words above but not as closely as those 
from Western Fiji. 

Format: 

Twenty five selections from the word-list are 
set out below in the proposed format. Entries are 
as basic as possible and, for example, transitive, 
causative and reciprocal forms of verbs are not listed 
unless the modified form contributes information. 
Similarly possessive suffixes have not been included. 
In each case cognate sets are laid out in the order 
West to East {Polynesian outliers sxcepted} Abbreviations 
used are as follows. EF. Efate; FLO. Florida; N. GEO. 
New Georgia; PN Polynesian; PPN. Proto-Polynesian; 
STD FIJ. Standard Fijian; STH MAL. South Ma1aita; v.int. 
Intransitive verb; v.tr. Transitive verb. 
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As set out then in the following sample entry, 
which happens to be more detailed than most, all 
Oceanic terms appear in italics, all equivalent terms 
in English are in Roman type and within quotation marks, 
and all locations are shown in block capitals. The 
Fijian entry under study appears at the left hand side 
of the top line e.g. QuruZasawa, its English equivalent 
is central, e.g. 'Ankle'. Further information is 
included under Note. 

Quru-Zasawa: 'Ankle' . 

N. GEO. Huhuba-kuZu; FLO. Quru 'Knot in wood', 
Quru vatu ni Zima 'Wrist', Quru vatu ni tua 'Ankle'; 
EF. Kuru-ka na tua 'Ankle'. 

Note: FLO Vatu, FIJ. Vatu 'Stone'. 
FLO. Lima, FIJ. Liga 'Hand'. FLO. Tua, 
EF. Tua and W. FIJ. Dua 'Leg'. 
N. FIJ. Lasawa 'Leg'. 

Curiously, the term Quru 'Knot in wood' does not 
appear to exist in STD FIJ. but is retained elsewhere 
in E. FIJ. at least: 



Bakewa: 

Bogi: 

Cava: 

A SELECTION FROM THE FIJIAN WORD-LIST 

'The sucker-fish Remora remora L. 
Sharks and sucker-fish are commensals.' 
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FLO. Ba~ea 'Basking shark'; STH MAL. Pa'ewa 'Shark'; 
MOTA Pakoa 'Shark'; EF. Bako 'Shark'; (PN Mago, 
Mako 'Shark') . 
Note: (i) FIJ. Qi~ 'Shark'. This may be cognate 

with N. GEO. Kiso. 
(ii) Words in which b may have been replaced 

by its prenasal m are still being examined. 

'Night' 

N. GEO. Bogi; FLO. Bogi; EF. Bogi; PPN Po. 

'What?' 

N. GEO. Safa; FLO. Hava; STH MAL. Taha; EF. Safa; 
PPN. Afa. 

'To bear/shoulder a burden'. 

FLO. HoZa; STH MAL. ToZa; EF. SoZa. 

CoZa 2 (Western Fiji): 'Live, life'. (STD. FIJ. BuZa) 

FLO. VoZa; PPN OZa. 

Davui: 'Conch, Triton' 

FLO. TavuZii ISABEL TavuZii STH MAL. 'Ahuri. 

Dogo: , Mang rove' • 

FLO. Togo: STH MAL. 'ago; PN Togo. 
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Dra: 

Dravu: 

'Blood' . 

N. GEO. Ehara FLO. Gara EF. Ra, Dra. 
Note: MacDonald ~]displays Ra, nra. This 

corresponds to Cargill's description 
of the dr i~ Fijian as a pre-nasalised 
r which he also wrote as nr. 

'Ash' • 

FLO. Ravu; GUADALCANAL Ravu; SAN CRISTOBAL 
Ravu; EF. Abu; PPN Refu. 

Giau (Western Fij i): 'Nose' (STD FIJ. Uau) 

N. GEO. Isu; FLO. Ihu; STH MAL. Pwalusu; 
EF. Gusu; PPN Isu. 
Note: FIJ. Gusu 'Mouth'. PPN Gutu 'Beak'. 

Jikai, Sikai (Western Fiji): 'Negative'. (STD FIJ. Sega ) 

STH MAL. Si'e; SAVO Sika; GUADALCANAL Jika 
RENNELL (PN) Si'ai EF. Sika, Pika. 

Kaau (Eastern .. Fiji): 'Wood'. (STD FIJ. Kau) 

EF. Kasu, kau 
Note: (i) EF. Kaskasua, FIJ. Kaukaua 'Strong'. 

(ii) western Fiji Kai 'Wood' Kaikai 'Strong'. 
FLO. Kai; STH MAL. 'Ai; PPN Kai 'Wood'. 

Kana v.intr. Kani- a v.tr.: 'Eat' . 

Kila: 

N. GEO Kani-a; FLO. Kani - a; (STH MAL. Ga); 
EF. Kan~i; (PPN Kai)-
Note: FIJ. Kakana; FLO ~ana 'Food'. 

'Know' ~ . 

N. GEO. !ila; FLO . !ila; EF. Ki lakil a . 

Kuauve (Western Fiji): 'Rat'. (STD FIJ. Kalavo) 

STH MAL. ' asuhe; MOTA !asuv e; EF. Kus uwe. 
Note: ( i) KADAVU (S. FIJ . ) Kuve. 

(ii ) ESPIRITU SANTO Karivi cognat e wi th Ka lavo . 



Levu: 
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'Big' • 

SANTA CRUZ Levu. 
Note: (i) FLO Huku 'Force'; Hukulevu 'Great effort'. 

(ii) Otherwise FLO Levu 'Side'. 

Macu (Eastern Fiji)~ 'Replete, satisfied'. (STD FIJ. Mamau) 

FLO. Mahu; STH MAL. Ahu 'complete, perfect, 
Satisfy'. STD. FIJ. Mamau. 

Mataku (Western Fiji) : 'Fear'. (STD FIJ. Re.re). 

Nanoa: 

Tiro: 

FLO Mata~u; STH MAL. Mamataku, ma'u; EF. Mataku, 
Mitaku; PPN Mataku. 

'Yesterday' • 

N. GEO. No r ae; FLO. Nol a; STH MAL. Nonola 
MOTA. Nora ; EF. Nanofa 
Note: See Davui and Va for similar transformations. 

ITo look at a reflection'. 

N. GEO . iro ; FLO. Tiro 'Gaze'; STH MAL. 'Iro 'Look'; 
MOTA iro; EP . Ti tiro; PPN Tiro 'Look'. 
Note: FIJ . lo ' To look at a reflection'. TiZo 
and Ilo are cognates. FIJ. I iloilo and STH MAL 
'Iro' i r o 'A pool u sed as a mirror, in modern usage 
a mirro r , glass'. 

Va: ' Vein, muscle'. 

-
FLO . a; STH MAL . Vl eule, Vlaula; EF. Va ; 
PPN a' a . 

Vosa: 'Speak'. 

Voce: 

FLO. Bo s a iEF . Bi s a 3 fi s a 
Note: (i) FLO . eibosabosai' discussion' . 

(ii ) FI . Bo s e 'confer, meeting'. This 
appe ar s to cognate with Vas a . 

'Oar, paddle'. 

N. GEO . se ; FLO. Vahe; STH MAL. Hote ; EF. Vose; 
PPN Po'.e . 
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Volau: 'To embark, ride, -sail' . 

FLO. Vinau; EF. Borau; PPN Folau 
Note: Capell [1] p 312 refers to this 

word as a 'Polynesianism'. 

Vula: 'Moon I , . 

FLO. Vula; STH MAL. Hulahola 'Full moon'; 
MOTA Vula. 
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